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Abstract 
In order to accurately obtain the mechanical properties of wood fiber, paper, wood fiber-reinforced materials between 
ring density and moisture content as a model input, neural network modeling by particle swarm optimization PSO 
optimal control model to predict the longitudinal elasticity of wood fiber modulus, and thus a correct understanding 
of the true understanding of the mechanical properties of wood fiber. Modeling and simulation results show that 
particle swarm optimization technique based on wood fiber parametric modeling methodology is feasible and 
effective; the model has high generalization ability and prediction accuracy. 
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1. Main text  
1.1. Introduction        
In this paper, parameters of wood based on modeling studies, Analysis structural parameters of internal 
relations of wood fiber mechanical properties. The neural network parameters used in modeling of wood; 
larch as materials selection, design of test specimen collection made on the timber ring density, 
longitudinal modulus of elasticity and the corresponding water content was measured; Proposed the 
particle swarm algorithm (Particle Swarm Optimization, PSO) combining with the BP method of wood 
fibers to optimize and design the neural network performance prediction. 
1.2. The wood fiber-based of cell structure continuum equations 
Assuming the basic unit area of wood fiber Function Ω uniform stress state in the timber, the overall 
uniform stress state is the basic unit of all Ω have the same loaded conditions, and two adjacent basic unit 
of deformation is continuous, mechanical analysis showed that the interaction between the surface of the 
basic unit as a unit Border. Between the basic units of stress and strain must be continuous, cell cycle 
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distribution, the interaction between the units to meet the basic Newton's third law, equilibrium equation 
for the analysis of elastic boundary conditions.  
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Here σji is symmetric stress tensor, in general, an instance where a small deformation of a Gaussian 
stress tensor, bi is a physical vector, the role of tension in the body of ti on the boundary Г, nj is the unit 
outward vector, orthogonal boundary Surface. For confirm overall performance of the heterogeneity 
composite material, often using the "homogenizing structure" instead. Assuming that the microstructure is 
periodic, shape and material properties by the same sub-cell structure, daughter cells is the nature of a 
representative of the volume of unit, repeat the permutation and combination into a body. 
Each representative volume element have the same volume Ω of the same shape and same material 
properties Dijkl =Dijkl(x,y,z), taking into account local coordinate system. This article assumes that no 
deformation of the basal cell unit is positive cylindrical, the establishment of basal cell corresponding 
with the same shape and size of the boundary displacement is:   
i x i i1 x y i i2 y i z i i3 zu ( l , y,z ) u ( 0, y,z ) A l ;u( x,l ,z ) u ( x,0,z ) A l ;u ( x, y,l ) u ( x, y,0 ) A l ;i 1,2,3= + = + = + =  (2) 
Where representatives of nine constants Aij, symbols u1=u,u2=v,u3=w, empathy, x1＝x,x2=y,x3＝z,l1＝
lx,l2＝ly,l3＝lz, then li Said that based on the length of cells in the xi direction, rows of matrix A, j is the 
boundary surface normal, that is xj direction. By Galerkin method, assuming that no physical effect of the 
weak form of expression:   
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Displacement boundary constraints and the formula (1) the same, the boundary Г can be divided into 
three parts, namely, Г = 2Г1 +2 Г2 +2 Г3, where 2Гj contains two directions orthogonal to the plane, so 
the formula (3) can be written as:   
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Where Гj two orthogonal xj surfaces in one, when j= 1,2,3 to take a different constant value, the plane 
used to calculate the Δui value, and the index pointed out This conclusion is not practical, l1＝lx，l2＝ly，
l3＝lz, still assuming no deformation of basal cell prismatic positive, the role of the boundary surface of 
the average stress (tension), where Гj that the direction perpendicular to the xi Surface, where the basal 
cell units Ω＝lxlylz, for small deformation, the average stress and average strain into the formula (4), and 
because the symmetry of Bij, have basal cell stress and strain equations:   
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If the basal cell appears empty local cavity, it will be defined as a material part of the stiffness is zero.  
1.3. Wood fiber equivalent of stiffness and wet swelling properties 
Assuming the wood fiber-based cell line with a wet expansion properties of elastic materials, 
Constitutive relation: ( )sij ijkl kl klDσ ε= +ε , wet expansion strain sklε is expressed as , where 
αkl that wet expansion coefficient, where Δw that changes in moisture content, The characteristics of basal 
cell heterogeneity, Dijkl andαkl changed significantly. Assumptions based substance inside the cell fictional 
with constant equivalent stiffness and constant wet expansion coefficient of the material 
rep aced.
s
kl kl wε α= Δ
l ijklD with klα  and respectively, in the water content is constant, the constitutive relation:   
ij ijkl klD  σ ε=    (6) 
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In this case the stress state election, the corresponding stress tensor is six units of stress, the average 
shrinkage parameters can also be similar Obtained. Provides the seventh column 0klσ = , Δw＝1, have 
relationships kl kl =α ε , this specified average stress value or moisture content changes in any of the 
circumstances to determine the constitutive parameters. For the formula (5) and (6) involves the nonlinear 
problem can be solved by iterative methods. In the iteration process, the formula (5) can be approximated 
by irst order expansion:  f 
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Where i is the number of iterations, starting from ,ln l na a+ = ˆG a K∂ ∂ =  is the Jacobian matrix, 
Iterative formula for the continuous is , the end of iterative process conditions is the 
plural form of G and Δa tends to infinitesimal. Newton - Leibniz formula in the formula of Jacobian 
ma rix can be obtained on differential:  
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int
1nP a +∂ ∂ Said of the change as the force of displacement, general and cut to the stiffness matrix KT 
about using formula (8) to construct the wooden fiber cells of the longitudinal stiffness control equations:   
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The first formula neglected displacement function il jN x∂ ∂ , the equivalent to the small displacement 
stiffness matrix, the second is the initial stress matrix, ext n 1P a +∂ ∂ describe the load of the relationship 
between the surface in geometry, general and load stiffness or amend the stiffness matrix of the kload 
related, but can be by the second equation is obtained.  
1.4. Neural network modeling of nonlinear equations of the principle 
System identification based on neural network is a method which select the appropriate neural network 
as a model P of the recognition system P′, when the selected network structure is determined, according 
to the given input and output signal recognition system, neural network make the criterion function for the 
best by learning (Also known as training), and continuously adjusting the value of the right line. 
Identification P′ based on neural network structure shown in Figure 2.  
Pu
P '(NN) -
z+
Learning algorithm  
Fig. 2.Identification structure based on neural networks 
1.5. PSO 
Assuming in a D-dimensional search space, there are m particles form a community, the i-particle is 
express a D-dimensional vector 1 2[ ,   ... ], 1,  2 ... i i i idx x x x i m= =
v
, the i-particle’ position in the D-
dimensional of the search space is ix
v .Each particle is a potential solution, a fitness value can be 
calculated by taking ix
v  into a target function, measure of a good or bad according to the size of the 
fitness. The "flying" speed of i-particle is also a D-dimensional vector, Recorded as 1 2 ,
Speed determines the particle’s displacement of the unit number of iterations. Recorded the optimal 
[ ,   ... ]i i i idv v v v=
v
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location searched of i -Particle swarm until so far as i i1 i2 idp [ p , p  ... p ]=
v or Recorded the optimal 
location searched of all particles swarm until so far as
bestp
1 2[ ,  ,  ... ]g g g gdp p p p=
v
 or bestg  
During the operation of PSO algorithm, a initial population is randomly generated and to a random 
velocity is gave to each particle, and according to the formula (10) and (11) to update the particle velocity 
and position:   
( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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t t t t
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+
= + − + ( )( )t tidx−    (10)  
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Where, id is the particle velocity, w  is the inertia weight, 1c , 2c are positive real numbers, called the 
learning factor . 1 , 2  is between (0, 1) random number between, id
v
rand rand x  is the current position of 
particle, id  the best representatives of the current position of particle, p gdp  representative populations of 
the current best position. 
The fitness value function is the indicator of 
the mean square error of neural network, the 
following formula:   
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Where: f  is the fitness value; N is the number 
of training samples; ,  is the first i samples j-
ideal output value, D is the first i samples j-true 
sample of the output value; E is the number of 
output neurons .PSO-based neural network 
learning algorithm flow chart shown in Figure 3.  
d
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Fig. 3.Neural network learning process based on PSO  
1.6. Modeling and Simulation  
Select larch tree as the test materials , in one specimen, measure full-dry density from the pulp heart 
according to ring; Meanwhile, in another specimen with a horizontal push slicing machine produced 200 
flexible biopsy timber specimen, moisture content at different values of the use of electronic tensile 
machine and the host computer data acquisition and analysis software to calculate the elastic modulus of 
wood obtained Value, these tests were at room temperature 20℃ conditions. Based on the above test 
method, the wood density and water content values as input, wood fiber longitudinal elastic modulus as 
output, a total of 100 sets of input and output data can be obtained, of which 50 groups are used to model 
training, and the other 50 groups to Model testing. Particles in the PSO algorithm will search in 15-
dimensional space. Wood fiber performance parameters modeling based on PSO shown in Figure4. PSO 
wood fiber density prediction error analysis shown in Figure5. PSO wood fiber elastic modulus prediction 
error analysis shown in Figure 6. 
 
Fig. 4.Wood fiber performance parameters modeling based on PSO 
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Fig. 5.PSO wood fiber density prediction error analysis         
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Fig. 6.PSO wood fiber elastic modulus prediction error 
analysis 
Through the first 50 groups shown in Figure 4, the predictive value of wood specimens and the 
comparison of actual measured values can be obtained neural network model for wood fiber density and 
longitudinal elastic modulus of the relative error of output value, the maximum error was 1.72%. This 
accuracy can satisfy the wood fiber or fiber-reinforced mechanical analysis needs, therefore, the neural 
network based on PSO of wood optimization model parameters is an effective method of modeling.  
1.7. Conclusion 
This page  based on neural network system identification theory and particle swarm optimization, 
Measurement of the substrate material parameters, this paper studied on the material of wood fiber  
parameters modeling, Wood-density matrix, moisture content as the model input, wood fiber longitudinal 
elastic modulus of the output, modeling and simulation results show that the PSO based on optimization 
technique wood fiber parameter prediction modeling method is feasible, with more Models with high 
generalization ability and prediction accuracy. The result will be properties of wood fiber, the formation 
mechanism, orientation training material and other of fiber-reinforced materials improvement to provide a 
strong scientific basis and research methods.  
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